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Except as otherwise provided, all freight rates and other charges shall be based on the actual gross weight or actual  

over-all measurement of each piece, package or other freight unit, with the understanding that fractional dimensions shall be 

disposed of as follows in determining the measurement of any piece, package or other freight unit.  

   

FRACTIONAL INCHES  

 

1.  All fractions under one-half (1/2) inch shall be dropped.  

 

2.  All fractions of one-half (1/2) inch or greater shall be taken to the next full inch.  

 

3.  Where a fraction of exactly one-half (1/2) inch occurs in two dimensions, the one on the smaller dimension shall be taken 

to the next full inch and the other dropped. If both dimensions are the same, one fraction shall be taken to the next full 

inch and the other dropped.  

 

4.  Where fractions of exactly one-half (1/2) inch occur in three dimensions, those on the largest and smallest dimensions 

shall be taken to the next full inch and the other dropped. If all three dimensions are the same, two fractions shall be 

taken to the next full inch and the third dropped.  

   

 

FRACTIONAL CUBIC FEET  

 

1.  Each item on the bill of lading shall be considered separately.  

 

2.  On a single piece, package or other freight unit of less than one cubic foot, if the fraction is one-half (1/2) cubic 

foot or less, it shall be freighted at one-half(1/2) Cubic foot. If the fraction exceeds one-half (1/2) cubic feet or over, 

it shall be taken to the next full cubic foot. 

  

3.  On a single piece, package or other freight unit in excess of one cubic foot, if the fraction is less than one-half (1/2) 

cubic foot, it shall be dropped. If the fraction is one-half (1/2) cubic foot or over, it shall be taken to the next full 

cubic foot.  

 

4.  On each item on a bill of lading consisting of two or more pieces, packages or other freight units, actual fractions 

shall be used to determine the total measurement of all the pieces, packages or other freight units. Where the total results 

in a fraction, of less than one-half (1/2) cubic foot, it shall be dropped. If the fraction is one-half (1/2) cubic foot or 

over, it shall be taken to the next full cubic foot.  

   

In determining the cubical contents of any pieces or packages, the extreme dimensions of length, width and depth, including 

all projecting portions shall be used.  Conversion into cubic feet will be made only after fractional inches have been 

disposed of as provided  
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herein. For conversion purposes, 1728 cubic inches equals  

one cubic foot.  

   

In determining the cubical content of cylindrical or  

spherical objects, the measurements are to be taken on  

the bilge.  

   

In determining the cubical content of barrels, casks,  

hogsheads or kegs, measurements are to be taken on the  

square of the bilge, times the height; and the result  

multiplied by 0.8 on the account of their bilge.  

   

In computing measurements to determine rate to be applied  

where weight rate 

 is predicated on measurements per ton,  

 

the actual fractions will be used. 

 


